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Executive Summary

i

People, businesses, schools, and other organizations generate on average of 4.7 pounds of
waste every day. Schools are often the largest waste generators. Many schools implement
some sort of recycling program to handle paper and paperboard, but school remodeling

projects pose a problem of generating materials like wood, old lockers, and old computers. 
Envolution has designed its product line based on the principles of a circular economy. A
circular economy designs out waste and pollution, keeping products and materials in use.

This model is in contrast to the traditional linear economy, which has a take, make, and
dispose of a model. 

Envolution will partner with schools to re-purpose materials from remodeling projects that
are destined to end up in a landfill into unique products that evoke a sense of nostalgia. For
example, Somonauk High School recently took out their old wooden bleachers and replaced
them with plastic bleachers. Instead of filling a landfill with that wood, Envolution used the

wood from the old bleachers and created a beautiful, showcase-worthy table. This table
appeals to the hundreds of people who for years sat in those bleachers to cheer on their

beloved high school teams. We imagine our consumers creating new family memories by
gathering around the table made from the bleachers once sat upon by their families! 

As a company comprised of high school-aged employees, we are sensitive to the issues of
school safety. We also understand that a challenge facing schools today is funding those

school safety initiatives. 
Envolution is committed to donating 10 percent of revenues back to the school we got the

materials from in order to help fund school safety initiatives. Envolution forecasts a steady
increase in sales and networking abilities with other companies. We plan to expand our

product line to include jewelry made from computer parts, art made from old textbooks, and
other creative products, all in keeping with the circular economy model. 

As the CEO of Envolution, I commit to leading a company that promotes a future where
schools are safer and properly dispose of their waste. Our mission is “at Envolution, we invite

environmental enthusiasts to safe, eco-friendly furniture, art, and jewelry company,
promoting school safety and a circular environment. Envolution your environmental

solution.” 
-Robyn Tunk, CEO



Company Goals
To make VE Top 50

To sell at least 16 of each product a month

Make Top 8 for Business Plan Competition

To win as many competitions as we can

Have a strong social media presence

Have each department hit their goal each week

Set goals each week

To donate $10,000 to school safety initiatives
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About Us
Company Overview:

Envolution is an environment-friendly repurposing company that transforms the way materials from
businesses and schools dispose of their waste. Instead of going into landfills, they are repurposed into

new products such as furniture, jewelry, and art fit for every eco-friendly buyer. Determined to develop
trendy products our consumers will enjoy, Envolution will not only develop eco-friendly products but

donate 10 percent of our profits back to safe school initiatives.
Envolution is a first-year firm founded by a group of aspiring young entrepreneurs in September 2019

at Somonauk High School, On September 23, 2019, Envolution officially filed as a B-Corporation, which
provides our business with verified social and environmental performance as well as gives our

business legal accountability to balance profit. Envolution launched with the seed money of $20,000
granted by the Illinois VEI Central Office as well as $25,000 granted by the NIU Leadership Conference.

Mission Statement:
At Envolution, we invite environmental enthusiasts to a safe, eco-friendly

furniture, art, and jewelry company. Envolution -your environmental solution.
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About Us

Organization
To maximize efficiency and growth, Envolution implements an organizational
structure where our employees are placed in departments based on strengths,

with clearly defined roles and expectations. Envolution computes company
culture through our PEPPER program; we inspire all our employees to work
with Patience, Efficiency, Pride, Purpose, Empathy, and Respect for others. 

Our company can only be as strong as the people we have on our team, and we
take pride in maintaining a healthy as well as positive work environment by

hiring people who share the same concerns for an underserved demographic. 
 

The organizational chart shows Envolutions executive team consisting of the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Operating Officer (COO), Director of
Accounting, Director of Marketing, Director of IT/Design, and Director of

Human Resources. The team supervises daily performance to ensure
Envolution progresses and fulfills the company mission. Each position is

responsible for managing their specific department and for the
communication/collaboration between departments.
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Social and Enviromental Responsibility:
Envolution is a company that values the importance of environmental

issues, and as an eco-friendly company, we transform materials that have
been disposed of from schools and businesses. Our company understands

the current struggles with overflowing landfills and we face these
struggles head-on by making products that decrease the amount of waste.

One of our main goals is to keep schools safe. Envolution understands
that the current violence and dangers in schools is growing so we decided

to donate ten percent of our profits back to schools to help stop that.



About Us
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Business Rationale

Here at Envolution, we recognize that an absurd amount of school material is
thrown into a landfill. To address this, we looked at old school material as

having limitless potential. We realized that our target demographic, Gen Z, are
very conscious of their waste that they produce and aim to reuse and recycle as

much as possible. Knowing this, we aimed to reuse as much old material as
possible to create a unique, one of a kind product that appeals to our target

market.

Customer Empathy:

Problem Statement:

The U.S. alone produces 200 million tons of waste from construction each
year.

We also are trying to help schools feel safer, 38% of schools have reported
unplanned firearm incidents. 

15 Percent of High Schools have experienced disruptions that did not
include firearms.

Home construction, remodeling and demolition are responsible for 30%
of annual municipal waste in landfills.

Envolution is trying to solve multiple issues:

Ideal  Statement:
Envolution introduces a new type of used furniture that will bring nostalgia

into your home. Here at Envolution we are donating 10% of our profits back to
the school who gave us the materials for school safety. We are trying to protect

both our environment from pollution and our students from threats. We are
preventing landfills from filling up even more because of old school supplies so

we are repurposing them to make nostalgic everyday items.
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Current Economic Conditions
The current Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased at an
annual growth of 3.2% in the first quarter of 2019 and followed
by 2% in the second quarter. This makes the United States the
world's largest economy as of the end of Quarter 2. The GDP is
a great indicator of an economy’s health. The unemployment
rate is a measure of how many people have jobs in the United
States. Unemployment is calculated as a percentage by
dividing the number of unemployed individuals by all
individuals currently in the labor force. As of September 2019,
the unemployment rate is 3.5%, which decreased from
January’s 4%. Inflation is the increase in prices and a decrease
in the purchasing value of money. The current inflation rate is
1.44%. Inflation rates are currently lower than average.
A strong GDP is a positive sign, as we can hire employees and
grow our company.  In addition, a low unemployment rate
means more spending power for consumers. This is important
because we sell primarily luxury items requiring discretionary
income. However, we will have to keep a close eye on the
inflation rate, because a lower inflation rate could signal a
slowdown in the economy.
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Real Industry Analysis
In the real world there are only eight companies that sell a hundred
percent of recycled products. An example of a company is WeWood.

They make and sell watches out of a hundred percent repurposed the
wood. WeWood was created in Italy in 2010. In three years they sold

more than 250,000 watches. WeWood products mainly consist of
watches. Their accessories will be competing with Envolution, but

Envolution has more to offer for accessories. Envolution’s accessories
are made out of materials that are harder to recycle. 

 
Another company is called West Elm. They are a company that sells
furniture made out of recycled materials. They sell chairs, couches,
tables and more. West Elm has an income of 5.7 billion dollars as of

2019. Their company is a big threat to us because we sell some of the
same types of products. But Evolution has more of a variety of tables

that are using recycled items. All of Evolution's items are from
recycled items, unlike West Elm which only has some recycled items.
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Virtual Industry Analysis
Evolution has competition in the virtual world as well. A company
called C&C Furnishings sells furniture like Evolution. It sells many

different styles of furniture like couches and even body pillows. C&C
Furnishings will be competing with Envolution’s furniture.

Envolution products are good for the environment, unlike C&C,
because we are reusing the materials.

 
 Another virtual company is Safe N’ Sound (ReVision). Safe N’ Sound

is based in Murrieta, CA. They sell necklaces, bracelets, rings, and
keychains. Their jewelry has tracking and is meant to combat

kidnapping and assault. They will be competing with our accessories,
but Envolution is different because our Jewelry is made from recycled

and repurposed computer parts.

Competitive Analysis
Envolution is the only company in the VE market that sells

repurposed furniture and accessories. Additionally, Envolution
donates 10% of its profits to school safety initiatives. This

initiative is important because the demographic of Envolution is
high school teens, and this directly impacts the demographic,

helping make them safer.
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Market Plan
Target Market and Market Segmentation: 

Primary Demographics:
 Our firm’s primary target market is students 14 to 18 years old who are

members of Gen Z. Gen Z is highly influenced by social interests and what is
trending. Gen Z cares about the environment. Our marketing efforts will

emphasize the social interest of being environmentally responsible. Gen Z will
appreciate our efforts to keep waste out of landfills. In addition, our mission of
giving back to schools to fund school-safety initiatives will appeal to this target

market. Another target market we can appeal to is the parents of Gen Z, Baby
Boomers.  We will use nostalgia to appeal to that market. Owning a table made

from reclaimed bleachers that they sat on to root on their children will appeal to
them.

 
Secondary Demographics:

 Our firms’ secondary target market will be students at the VE Great Lakes trade
show. The customers we will meet there will be customers pretty close to us

regionally. Being able to show our products at the trade show will be beneficial,
as students will be able to see and touch the product.

Market Profile: 
Gen Z Marketing Profile: 

Gen Z as a whole is very up-to-date on trends and technology.  They are about the
environment.  They care about social issues.  The majority of Gen Z is high school

students and teens.
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Market Plan

Pricing:
Our pricing is meant to convey a value pricing technique.  With this pricing technique, it
will show that our tables and additional products are highly valued and will, therefore,
be a popular product to own.  We feel that a value can be placed on nostalgia.  We hope

that our customers will be willing to pay more for a product that was made from the
schools they attended.  A value-added pricing strategy will allow us to leverage a higher

profit margin.  We can skim the top off of a market who will be willing to pay more.

Our products include: tables, chairs, filing cabinets, jewelry, shadow boxes, and
shadowbox tables all made from quality used school material that would otherwise be

thrown out,  We take this material and repurpose it to produce something beautiful,
unique, and most of all, something that can be treasured for generations to come.

Marketing Mix:
Product:

Placement:
The majority of our sales will be done via the Internet.  A large portion of our sales will be

done at our trade show in February.  When purchased from the Internet, the product,
depending on the size, will be delivered in either a shipping box or when a larger item is
ordered, a delivery truck will deliver the product.  At the trade show, it will be up to the

individual to transport the product themselves or they can opt to have us deliver the
item for them for a fee
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Market Plan
Promotion:

Our promotion will be mainly done over our social media accounts.  We may use buy
one, get one promotion and we will also use the occasional percentage off.  These

promotions will be successful because it offers our market a feeling of getting a great
deal while our profit margin is still large enough to break even, and even gain revenue.

Positioning:
When customers think of Evolution, we want them to think of our products as cool,

trendy, well-made, and environmentally-friendly. We hope to persuade our customers to
appreciate a nostalgic feeling that our products elicit.  We also hope our customers will

join us in our efforts to keep materials out of landfills.

Business Risks:
Risk 1: 

Customers may find that our products are too expensive. 
Solution 1: Our pricing is higher than our competitors because we are value pricing our

products. Our products will have nostalgia behind them because we are making
products with materials that have been in their schools as long as they can remember.

The marketing team will describe our items so our customers understand our value
added to our products.

 Risk 2: 
The number of materials used to make our products could be scarce. 

Solution 2: We will partner with more schools as we get more orders so we will have the
materials we need. If there is a shortage of one type of material, we have a variety of

products we make, so we can focus more on another product for which materials are
more plentiful.
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Break Even Analysis
Sale Estimate

 Furniture:
 Table - $1500 (Depends on Size)Predicted (16/Month)-----$1600 labor =

$24,000 profit
 Chairs - $300  Predicted (16/month) --- $800 labor = $4800 profit

 Filing cabinets - 350$ predicted (16/month)---$800 labor = $5600 profit
Desks - $400 predicted (16/month)---$1200 labor = $6400 profit

Locker - $400  predicted (14/month)---$1050 labor = $6650 profit
Art / Nostalgia:

 Shadow Boxes made with textbooks - $350---(12/month)---$900 labor =
$4500 profit

Shadow box table - $1200(8/month)---$1000 labor = $9600 profit
 

Jewelry:
 Necklace from Computer Parts - $70 n(16/month)---$400 labor = $1120

profit
Piercings from Computer Parts - $50   (10/month)---$125 labor = $500

profit 
Bracelets from Computer Parts - $70   (16/month)---$200 labor = $1235

profit
 

Break-Even Point --  55,687.48 
Estimated Time of Break-Even: January

 
Fixed costs/ month -- 50,100
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Break Even Analysis
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Profit Loss Summary
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Balance Sheet
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Financial Wrap-Up
As a new company, looking at financials is one of the most important

processes at Envolution. At the beginning of the fiscal year,
Envolution started at $0. Envolution did get $20,000 in initial seed

money from Virtual Enterprises International. 
 

Income Statement: In projections For the Year Ending 4/30/2020, we
project our company to gain $377,640.00 in total revenue. With this

projection, our Total Cost of Goods Sold comes out to $43,650.00,
minus those two gives Envolution a $333,990.00 or 88% gross margin

profit. Envoloution projects with a $307,201.66 Total Operating
Expense, a net income of $70,438.34

 
Balance Sheet: With Envolution's assets and liabilities both adding up

to $26,085.00, we will take a look in detail of the Balance Sheet.
Envolution has inherited a $20,000.00 bonus and already has

$1036.00 in supplies, equalling $21,036.00 in Total Current Assets.
With all fixed assets and less depreciation totaling to $5,049.00. Our
total number in assets equalling $26,085.00. On the other side, our

total current liabilities come out to be $6,085.00. With us getting
20,000 in retained earnings with no loan, our total liabilities and

owner's equity add up to $26085.00.
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“The NCES Fast Facts Tool Provides Quick Answers to Many Education Questions (National Center for
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